
Profile

Dedicated professional with demonstrated strengths in customer service, time management and trend tracking.
Good at troubleshooting problems and building successful solutions. Excellent verbal and written communicator
with strong background cultivating positive relationships and exceeding goals.
Reliable candidate ready to take on challenges using problem-solving and task prioritization skills to help team
succeed.
Dependable employee seeking opportunity to expand skills and contribute to company success. Considered
hardworking, ethical and detail-oriented.

Professional Experience

2022/08 – Present
Morton, WA

Assistant Brewer
Timber Patch Brewing Company

•Observed gauges, indicators, and meters to evaluate equipment performance.
•Connected, maintained, and repaired pipes, hoses, pumps, and filters.
•Logged instrument readings, test results, and production data.
•Collected and examined materials samples to evaluate clarity, consistency and texture.
•Monitored and regulated material flow rate and pressure.
•Controlled machine functions, including draining, separating, clarifying and mixing 
materials.
•Collaborated positively with peers and other staff members to maintain friendly, 
supportive and cooperative work atmosphere.
•Offered to assist with additional tasks to keep projects on-task and meet tight 
deadlines.
•Sanitized high-touch surfaces to protect personnel and customers from viruses and 
germs.
•Performed manual labor tasks to detailed instructions from supervisors.
•Logged instrument readings, test results and production data.
•Observed gauges, indicators and meters to evaluate equipment performance.
•Observed and adjusted machine settings to regulate material flow, temperature and 
pressure.

2021/11 – 2022/01
Naches, WA

Rental Sales Associate
White Pass Ski Resort

•Managed paperwork and contracts and collected customer payments.
•Handled rental agreements, deeds and important documentation for various 
transactions.
•Provided guidance and assistance to clients during buying and selling process.
•Explained ski equipment features and operation.
•Collected payments upon rental of ski equipment.
•Inspected returned ski rentals.

2019/02 – 2020/01
Randle, WA

Lumber Yard Associate
Arrow Lumber and Hardware

•Consulted with customers on projects, improving success with targeted advice about 
available lumber options.
•Kept deliveries moving in and out of yard, processing trucks and inspecting loads.
•Managed lumber inventory, keeping accurate counts and balancing stock for expected 
demands.
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•Followed proper safety procedures when using power saws, forklifts and other 
equipment to protect personnel and customers.
•Helped customers make optimal choices about wood types and quality grades 
necessary to meet individual needs.
•Coordinated delivery schedules and processed paperwork for regular customers and 
special orders.
•Build delivery loads, applying plates and using banding equipment to complete jobs.
•Delivered top-notch customer service and prepared accurate orders.
•Maintained smooth operations with clean, organized and safe yard.
•Attached classifying tags to containers to provide identifying information.

2018/09 – 2018/12
Randle, WA

Chop Saw Operator
Hampton Lumber

•Completed precise cuts with skilled operation of their industrial chop saw.
•Avoided material waste by correctly measuring pieces and making accurate cuts.
•Reached production demands by consistently meeting saw performance and quality 
targets.
•Prevented safety hazards with safe equipment operation and following procedures.

2018/02 – 2018/06
Centralia, WA

Tire Service Technician
Les Schwab

•Identified additional problems with brakes and other vehicle systems using excellent 
inspection abilities.
•Serviced grease fittings, universal joints and steering knuckles by hand or with 
compressed air-powered tools.
•Mounted and balanced tires on personal vehicles.
•Supported customer decision-making, recommending appropriate repair treatment or 
replacement of tires.
•Satisfied customers with fast and skilled service for diverse tire needs, including 
repairs and replacements.
•Observed workplace safety requirements and performed repairs in alignment with 
company quality standards.
•Restored customers' vehicles with new tires, patches, or other repairs to fix leaks.
•Completed maintenance in line with manufacturer specifications.
•Prevented breakdowns by lubricating moving parts with correct lubricants for optimal 
life and performance.
•Assembled, inflated and balanced wheel systems for automobiles, vans and trucks.
•Kept shop presentable with regular cleaning and tidying.
•Used computer-controlled machinery to identify problems with the balance of each 
wheel and attached properly-sized counterweights to correct the issues.
•Completed routine vehicle alignments on cars, SUVs and trucks.

Skills

Equipment Maintenance

Forklift Operation

Troubleshooting and Diagnosis

Problem Resolution

Attention to Detail

Good Manufacturing Practices

Equipment Inspection

Quality Control

Self-Directed

Time Management

Education

2017/06
Randle, WA

High School Diploma
White Pass Jr./Sr. High School


